
Ed Atkinson 
WW1 Photo 



The photo as we first take it out of its small 
box- rolled tightly, cracked & dirty! 



You can see the severity of the damage 
here in this side shot… 



Unrolling to examine the photo- snake 
weights gently hold it open 



Looking at the back- different kinds 
mending tapes & also duct tape! 



A close up of the tapes and damaged areas 



Previously taped area with adhesive 
residue, cracks and ink 



After the tape has been taken off the photo 
is in bits & pieces (you can see the small 

box it came in at the top left!) 



Gentle surface cleaning with artgum 
eraser crumbs 



A few sections of the photo- one before 
surface cleaning & one after 



A jar of our home-made eraser crumbs and 
the Artgum eraser used to make them next 

to a half clean section of photo 



After preliminary surface cleaning we put the photo 
pieces into our humidity chambers, checking on them 

daily to monitor their progress 



Inside the chambers are damp blotter paper and the 
bucket the photos sit safely inside of- this way no 

water will come in direct contact with the photo bits.  



After a few days in the humidity chambers our photo 
pieces are flexible enough to put in the press. We have 
them between stacks of blotter and pellon, only slightly 

pressed so as not to imprint on the photo surface. 



After pressing, we have a discussion with the archivist and make a plan for the 
photo: we will use PVA and heat to mount it on matboard. The severity of 

damage, the intended use of the photo and the ability to store it in flat files 
make this plan of action appropriate- each case is different!   



After mounting, doing a second round of surface cleaning with 
Isopropyl Alcohol and Q tips to carefully clean, paying special 
attention to the areas with blue ink- we don’t want it to run!  



A close up of a particularly bad section before cleaning- 
very dirty surface and adhesive residue 



After cleaning- much better! 



The final result: we left a little border of matboard that nicely 
frames the photo. We’ve staggered the seam of the two 

layers of matboard and also mounted them with the grain of 
each layer running in opposite directions. All of these 

decisions will increase the stability of the item.  



The journey from being so damaged that it was 
unusable to a valuable research item for our patrons! 

This is what it’s all about! 



BHL 
Emergency Preparedness 

Training 
 

Leak Response Scenario 

 



 
Every work 

station and piece 
of equipment in 
the Conservation 

Lab has a 
dedicated sheet 
of plastic nearby 

for quick 
response in case 

of a leak. 



The Conservation 
Lab maintains an 

emergency 
supply station for 

the library that 
contains plastic 

sheeting and 
scissors, wet vac, 
pump, absorbent 
“pigs”, mask and 

gloves. 



For quick 
response to a 

leak, buckets of 
basic supplies 

were placed in the 
stacks. 



The red buckets contain 
an absorbent “pig”, a 

large sheet of plastic and 
instruction sheet. 





Absorbent pigs 
can be used for 

quick 
containment of a 

leak  



The bright 
orange 

instruction 
sheet in each 
bucket serves 

as a quick-
start guide 



Employees were 
given hands-on 

training in quickly 
covering shelves 

in the stacks.  



It’s harder than 
you would think! 



Our leak emergency 
buckets came in 
handy when an 

employee 
discovered water 
dripping on this 

office area.  She ran 
to the elevator, 

entered the stacks 
and found supplies 

right where she 
expected them. 
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